
There’s nothing 
plain about simple. 

Clean. Subtle. 

Unobtrusive.

Like gallery fixtures  

that know their place,  

the Lucid line is  

designed to  

complement  

discerning spaces.  

Every detail, an exercise  

in refinement. 
 

Make your space a minimal masterpiece.     

When you work with Takeform, your way is clear.
There’s no overstating the value of a partner who’s there for you through the entire job and

beyond. Our clockwork-tight process ensures success at every step. We’ll work closely with 

you from wayfinding and design through fabrication, installation, and ongoing support.
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Quietly articulate.    
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A finishing touch shouldn’t 

be the first thing people 

notice. What they notice is 

that everything simply fits.    

Find out more.

Subtly translucent. 
Bring added depth to your 

space through the interplay  

of light and shadow. Offset 

from the wall, printed text  

and graphics come to life  

on Lucid’s clear Tiles. And  

cutout accents can create  

even more dimensional detail.

Brilliantly 
Engineered.  

Perfect proportions. Endless  

configurations. Replaceable  

components. Lucid is a complete 

platform designed to distill and  

express refined interior spaces.  

Today and tomorrow.
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